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Annex 2: Dialogue process plan
Detailed process plan for Round 1 events
Time
11:00
(90mins)

Objective(s)
met

Activity

Materials

Leads /
personnel

N/A

Set-up

“Before” question posters
and other print materials
(e.g. maps).

Team members:
Peter Phillips
(PP); Jasper
Kenter (JK); Jake
Ainscough (JA);
and Ruth
Lightbody (RL).

Name badges. Green and
yellow sticky dots for group
allocation on name badges.
Projector, screen, laptop.

12:30
(30mins)

N/A

Arrival and registration
•
•

•
•
•

13:00

Public dialogue to aid the
development of the CRMP

Lunch available on arrival.
Participants have been allocated to x2 pre-determined groups for the group work
sessions (different coloured sticky dot on name badges – green and yellow). Invite
participants to sit on the corresponding table.
Hand out additional materials for the dialogue. Participants have been sent a short
briefing note in advance via email.
Invite participants to put their dots on the 4 “before” posters on the wall (questions
developed by JA).
Invite participants, if they like, to have a look at the session 2 work sheets to
familiarise themselves with the questions and make a few notes, if they wish.

Flip chart paper and pens
etc.
Package of participant
handouts (as required)
including agenda and
briefing note.
‘Before’ posters / red sticky
dots (x4 per participant)
Topic sheets for
participants to look at if
they want.
Session 2 work sheets with
the overall question and
prompts for participants to
address in their stories.
Presentations x2.

Session 1: Welcome and introductions

x2 team
members on
sign-in desk.
x2 team
members floating
(e.g. helping out
on “before”
questions).
CMPP members
to talk to
participants
informally (Fiona,
Isobel and Sarah
at Tarbert)
PP to deliver
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Objective(s)
met

(25mins)

January 2018

Activity
•
•

•

•

•
13:25
(30mins)

In plenary.
1.1: Short presentation covering: welcome, v. brief introduction to the dialogue and
the project team, what public dialogue is, purpose of the day, H&S, toilets, ask about
photo consent and run through agenda [3 mins].
1.2: Setting the scene presentation covering: introduction to marine planning / CMPP
/ CRMP (include a map), the CRMP-development process / timescales, where / how
the public dialogue fits in with CRMP-development and other opportunities for
members of the public to engage in CRMP development [7 mins].
1.3: Introductions and icebreaker. Lead facilitator invites all participants and project
team members to introduce themselves by answering / addressing the points below
[~30 seconds per person / up to 15 mins all together]:
o What’s your name?
o Where do you come from?
o One piece of information or thought about how you use or relate to the Clyde.
Recording notes: recording template + audio.

Session 2: Broader values and connections to the marine environment
•
•

•

•

Public dialogue to aid the
development of the CRMP

Materials

In x2 predetermined groups (7-8 participants per group).
2.1: Storytelling exercise. Participants have 2-3 mins [20 mins in total for 2.1] to tell
a short story about their relationship / experiences / interactions with the Clyde (i.e.
the CRMP region encompassing the coast and open water). This can be the part of
the Clyde immediately where people live and / or anywhere else in the wider Firth. In
turn, ask participants to “tell a short story about your relationship, experiences or
interactions with the Clyde”. Prompts to stimulate stories include:
o Memorable experiences that have a lasting impact on your life
o Being in or getting to know nature
o Clearing your head
o Doing things with others
o Being challenged, using or developing your skills
o Earning a livelihood
2.2: General discussion to reflect on and capture any additional aspects of value that
have not been discussed in 2.1. For example, “are there any other aspects that other
peoples’ stories made you think of and that are important to you also?” [10 mins].
Recording notes: recording template + audio. Audio records of stories to be

Leads /
personnel

Slide with intro / icebreaker
questions.
Recording template.

welcome
presentation.
CMPP (FM) to
deliver CRMP
setting the scene
presentation.
PP to facilitate
introductions and
icebreaker.

Work sheets with the
overall question and
prompts for participants to
address in their stories.
Recording template.

PP and JK to
facilitate group
sessions.
JA and RL to
record.
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Activity
•

13:55
(30mins)

•

Public dialogue to aid the
development of the CRMP

Leads /
personnel

A0 paper map showing two
extents: (a) the entire
CRMP region; and (b) an
inset showing the local area
around the dialogue
location. Data layers to
show on the map (linked to
priority issues for CMPP):
Bathing waters
Current MPA network
Ports, harbours,
marinas and slipways
Finfish, shellfish and
fishery sites
General boating areas
KSB Blue Flag and
Seaside Award sites

PP and JK to
facilitate group
sessions.

transcribed TBC (Jake?).
Analysis notes: Thematic analysis (top-down / bottom-up) to identify values
emerging from the conversations. To use simplified Schwartz values from session 5.

Session 3: Identifying uses and activities in the marine environment within the
CRMP area
•
•

Materials

In x2 predetermined groups, as before (7-8 participants per group).
3.1: Facilitator explains the purpose of this session and the materials. Purpose =
identifying and mapping where and how participants, members of their community
and others use the sea and surrounding area and why certain areas are special or
important. We will particularly prompt participants to think of (a) recreational,
cultural and spiritual uses and activities in the CRMP area [cultural ecosystem
services]; and (b) provisioning (providing for material needs) uses and activities in the
CRMP area [provisioning ecosystem services], to provide some structure and
breadth. Materials = a map showing: (a) the full extent of the of the CRMP area; (b)
the local area surrounding the dialogue location; and (c) various data layers, based
on the priority issues provided by CMPP. We also have sticky dots and pens for
identifying / mapping the locations of places that are special or important and the
activities and uses that may take place there. Highlight that we are interested in
identifying / mapping activities, uses and places in the local area and across the
wider CRMP area, depending on peoples’ experience / interests. [5 mins].
3.2: Participants will have 20 sticky dots each. Collectively as a group, ask
participants to stick the dots on the x2 maps (regional and local) to show places that
are important to them and / or where they know of certain uses and activities taking
place. The overall question prompt is: what places are special or important to you
and your community, how do you use these places and what activities take place
there? Provide participants with additional specific prompts as required (using
prompt sheet). Ask and encourage participants to comment and annotate the map to
highlight specific uses / activities (e.g. recreational fishing, kayaking – ensure that
these are labelled) that are undertaken at a given place (sticky dot). Participants can
also identify broader areas / places of importance where activities / uses may take
place (i.e. polygons – ensure that these are labelled). Annotations can also be made
by the facilitator if required – it is important that specific uses / activities / places are
captured on the map. Encourage all participants to add to the map. If the
conversation heads towards specific place and why they are important, the facilitator

JA and RL to
record.

Sticky dots (x20 per
participant) and marker
pens (red for Tarbert; and
black for Greenock).
Prompt sheet for cultural
and provisioning uses /
activities / places.
Recording template.
Flipchart paper with two
column table marked up:
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Activity
•

•

•

14:25
(15mins)

can populate the flipchart table on places and why the place is important [20 mins].
3.3: Review the map to make sure that everyone is happy that their contributions
and views have been captured and that it is clear what the map shows. This is an
opportunity for people to comment on what is coming out of the session [5 mins].
Recording notes: recording template + audio for back-up. Key role for recorders to
capture interesting aspects of conversation regarding specific uses / activities, why
certain things take place in certain places, why they are important / valued etc. We
aren’t specifically asking questions about value in this session (this is covered in
session 4), however, it is likely that aspects of value / importance will come up in the
conversation – these will be captured by the recorder.
Facilitation notes: need to keep the conversation moving along and focussed on
mapping places and uses that are important. If interesting conversations come up on
e.g. conflicts, park these and highlight that these aspects will be covered in Round2
(the recorder should aim to capture key conversations on these aspects though).

Session 4: Understanding how the uses and activities are important / valued
•
•

•

•

Public dialogue to aid the
development of the CRMP

Materials

In x2 predetermined groups, as before (7-8 participants per group).
4.1: Facilitated discussion around why the identified places are important and
valued. Go through each of the aspects / questions below for one or two of the
places identified in session 3. The facilitator will work with the participants to choose
the examples: this could simply be places that have been mentioned by several
people. [15 mins].
o How much of the place is there: is the type of place common across the
entire CRMP region or found in certain locations only?
o Uniqueness: is the place (and the activities and uses undertaken there)
dependent on or characterised by certain physical characteristics (e.g. certain
habitats, infrastructures) that are present in only a few places?
o Socio-economic aspects: how important is the place to peoples’ daily lives
(e.g. in terms of jobs, transport connections, socialising) and why?
o Identity: how important is the place to the identity of the region / the Clyde
and why?
Analysis notes: the intention of the categories mentioned in 4.1 above is, in part, to
explore the physical, social / socio-economic and cultural aspects of the CRMP region
that underpin and / or interact with key uses and activities in the region.
Recording notes: recording template + audio for back-up. Key role for recorders to

Leads /
personnel

(1) places; and (2) why is
the place important /
special?

Marked-up A0 paper maps
from session 3.
Handout with discussion
points / questions for step
4.1.

PP and JK to
facilitate group
sessions.
JA and RL to
record.

Recording template.
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Activity
capture interesting aspects of conversation regarding the uses / activities and what it
is that makes them important and valued in the context of the CRMP.
Coffee and an opportunity for people in each group to look at the other group’s map and
work

Session 5: Overarching values
• In plenary.
•

•

Public dialogue to aid the
development of the CRMP

5.1: Brief introduction to overarching or transcendental values and the voting
exercise. To explain that previous sessions looked at values relating to the Clyde
specifically and the uses / activities identified. We are now interested in your more
overarching values – very brief definition of what Schwartz values are re. they can be
recognised in cultures / societies across the world, they affect the way that we
perceive and relate to other people and the world around us [3 mins].
5.2: Provide a list of 18 transcendental values (shortened Schwartz value list) on a
slide and ask participants to mark on their individual voting sheets which are the 3-5
most important to them [4 mins]. Below the list of 18 values (categories not shown
on the slide or handouts):
o Self-transcendence values:
▪ Protecting the environment
▪ Unity with nature, fitting into nature
▪ A world at peace, free of war and conflict
▪ Social justice, fairness
▪ A world of beauty
▪ Responsibility
▪ Honesty, transparency
▪ Health
o Traditional values:
▪ Family security
▪ Respect for tradition
▪ Social order
▪ Sense of belonging
o Self-enhancement (or egoistic) values:
▪ Authority
▪ Influence
▪ Wealth

Materials

Leads /
personnel

N/A

N/A

Slide and handouts with
shortened list of Schwartz
values.

JK to introduce
the Schwartz
values and the
voting exercise.

Individual voting sheet.
Yellow sticky dots for
voting (x5 per participant).

JA and RL to
record
observations.

Audience response system.
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Activity

Materials

Leads /
personnel

Presentation on main
issues from Clyde
Assessment.

CMPP member to
deliver
presentation
(FM?).

o

•
15:05
(20mins)

Session 6: Reviewing the main issues from the Clyde Assessment
•
•

•

•
15:25
(40mins)

In plenary.
6.1: Presentation from CMPP expert on the main issues identified in the Clyde
Marine Region Assessment (2017) [15 mins]. Presentation to cover:
o Purpose of the assessment / why it has been undertaken (brief). In suitably
non-technical language, the presentation will highlight how the assessment is
concerned primarily with marine natural assets, their condition and the
various pressures affecting them. This is what provides the flows of ecosystem
services and the benefits / uses these provide;
o Brief outline of the method adopted; and
o Main results of the assessment focussing on the nine priority issues identified
by CMPP for the public dialogue (see Annex 3).
6.2: Opportunity for participants to ask questions (to note that there will be an
opportunity to explore the implications / what the assessment means in more detail
at session 6). Facilitator explains that there will be a CMPP participant in each small
group who will try to answer any queries on the assessment that come up [5 mins].
Recording notes: recording template + audio for back-up.

Session 7: Exploring issues affecting the CRMP area
•
•
•

Public dialogue to aid the
development of the CRMP

Openness to change values
▪ A varied life, filled with challenge, novelty and change
▪ Enjoying life
▪ Freedom
JA to collect in voting sheets and, during session 6, type up results to present in
session 8.

In x2 predetermined groups, as before (7-8 participants per group).
Set-up notes: CMPP participant in each small group available to answer any queries
on the assessment that come up in conversation. Highlight this to the participants.
7.1: General discussion around the assessment following on from the presentation
[10 mins]. Prompts include:
o Were you particularly surprised by any of the results? Was there anything
unexpected?
o Are there any gaps or any key issues missing that you think should be
included?
o Is the purpose of the assessment clear? Do you understand where and how it

Recording template.
PP to facilitate
brief Q&A.
EM to record.
JA to type-up
results from
values voting
exercise to report
back in session 8.

Marked-up A0 paper maps
from session 3.

PP and JK to
facilitate group
sessions.

Info sheet on the x9 priority
issues from the Clyde
Assessment.

JA and RL to
record.

Worksheet with a table
with three columns: issues
(already listed), changes
(and direction of change)

CMPP members
floating /
available to
answer
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Activity
•

•

•
16:05
(15mins)

Session 8: Roundup and discussion on issues prioritisation
•
•
•

•

•

Public dialogue to aid the
development of the CRMP

fits in to the process of developing the CRMP?
7.2: Discussion to identify and understand the changes / pressures / activities /
potential developments that might be affecting the x9 priority issues identified, both
positively and negatively and why these matter, to participants and communities in
the Clyde, referring to points raised in session 4.1. Each group is given a set of 5
issues to consider (note: one issue will be covered by both groups as there are 9
priority issues). Go through each issue in turn to identify changes etc and whether
the issue is likely to be positively or negatively affected, or both (i.e. mixed effects).
Activities should, in part, be drawn from the uses and activities identified and
discussed in sessions 3 and 4, referring to the map [25 mins].
7.3: Prioritisation of issues. Invite participants to “vote” for their top 3 issues that
they think are most important to them / to their community – i.e. the top priority
issues to be addressed through the CRMP. After voting, facilitators prompt a short
discussion about what factors influence peoples’ priority issues, drawing on the
discussion of factors that influence how uses and activities are valued in session 4.1
above [5 mins].
Recording notes: recording template + audio for back-up.
In plenary.
Set-up notes: attach voting sheets from session 7 to the wall.
8.1: Recap and facilitated discussion on voting in session 7, picking up on differences
between the two groups in particular (e.g. what are the reasons for any differences
identified?). Check for gaps: ask participants if any important issues have been
missed out. Why are these important? [5 mins].
8.2: Recap and facilitated discussion on the “story” aspect of the day – e.g. do
participants recognise a logical progression from the earlier sessions (understanding
values, mapping uses and activities etc) to the later sessions looking at the main
issues? Has anything been missed or gone over too quickly? Are there any aspects
that you don’t fully understand? Use flip chart to record the main points under prewritten questions [5 mins].
8.3: Results of session 5 values voting shown on screen. Facilitator leads a short
discussion on what the voting reveals about values and identity [5 mins]. The
objective of this session is to provide a compass in terms of collective overarching
(transcendental) values to help inform the discussion of issues in Round 2; the

Materials

Leads /
personnel

and pressures for step 7.2.

participant
queries.

Voting sheet for step 7.3.
Green sticky dots for voting
(x3 per participant).
Recording template.

Marked-up voting sheets
from session 6.
Flip chart paper and pens.

Slides with questions /
prompts for steps 8.1 and
8.2 as required.

JK to facilitate
plenary
discussion in
steps 8.1 and 8.2.
PP to record key
points from
plenary
discussion on
flips.

Recording template.
JA and LL to
record.
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Activity

Close and next steps
•
•

•

•

16:30

Public dialogue to aid the
development of the CRMP

Leads /
personnel

Presentation with details of
homework task, next steps,
agenda for Round 2 etc.

PP to run
through short
presentation on
homework tasks
and next steps.

transcendental values that are collectively most important will feed into the criteria
for evaluating options / solutions in Round 2.
Recording notes: recording template + flipchart notes (session 8.2) + audio for backup.

•
16:20
(10mins)

Materials

In plenary.
Lead facilitator runs through homework task: 2 main questions for participants to
consider and discuss with friends / family:
o Thinking of the activities and uses of the CRMP area, are there any other
places or activities of importance that weren’t mentioned? Or any additional
locations where uses / activities take place?
o Thinking of the issues identified in the Clyde Assessment, which is / are the
most important to address and why? What do your family / friends think?
Lead facilitator runs through next steps and agenda for the Round 2 event including
the evaluation and option to sign-up to participate in interviews with Jake as part
of his PhD research. Highlight that we will produce and circulate a short summary
of today’s Round 1 event covering: picture of the outputs (e.g. maps); and 4-6 key
highlights from the Round 1 event (note: initial suggestions for these highlights will
be brainstormed in the project team wash-up after the event).
Payment of incentives / reimbursement.

Next steps sheet covering:
(i) the ‘homework’ task –
points for participants to
reflect on and discuss with
others before the next
session; and (ii) details for
the Round 2 event –
location, date / timings and
agenda. Topic sheets x6 to
be paper clipped to these.
Email sign-up sheet to
receive R1 summary doc.
Payment of Incentives /
incentive received signing
sheet.
N/A

Finish

N/A
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Detailed process plan for Round 2 events
Time
11:00
(90mins)

Objective(s)
met

Activity

Materials

Leads /
personnel

N/A

Set-up

“After” question posters,
evaluation forms and other
print materials.

Team members:
Peter Phillips
(PP); Jasper
Kenter (JK); Jake
Ainscough (JA);
and Lucy
Greenhill (LG).

Name badges. Green and
yellow sticky dots for group
allocation on name badges.
Projector, screen, laptop,
audio equipment for Clyde
Reflections mini screening?

12:30
(30mins)

N/A

Arrival and registration
•
•

•
•

13:00
(30mins)

Session 1: Welcome and recap
•
•
•

Public dialogue to aid the
development of the CRMP

Lunch available on arrival.
Participants allocated to same x2 pre-determined groups for the group work sessions
as Round 1 (use same name badges with different coloured sticky dots). Invite
participants to sit on the corresponding table.
Hand out additional materials for the dialogue. Participants have been sent a short
briefing note in advance via email.
Invite participants, if they like, to have a look at the materials from Round 1 (e.g.
“before” questions, maps, voting sheets).

In plenary.
1.1: Short presentation covering welcome, purpose of / agenda for the day, recap on
the purpose of the wider dialogue [5 mins].
1.2: Short presentation to recap on the work done in Round 1: identification of

Flip chart paper, pens etc.
Package of participant
handouts (as required)
including agenda.

x2 team
members on
sign-in desk.
x2 team
members floating
(e.g. helping out
on “before”
questions).

Presentation with
welcome, recap etc slides
and a slide with questions
and prompts for the
homework discussion.

CMPP members
to talk to
participants
informally
PP to deliver
presentations
and facilitate
discussion at step
1.3.

Collingwood Environmental Planning
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Activity

•

•

13:30
(20mins)

Flip chart paper and pens.

JK to record key
points from step
1.3 plenary
discussion on
flips.

Voting results from
previous session, on screen
Recording template.

LG to mark up
additional
locations on the
maps as
required.

Audio equipment.

•
•

Clyde Reflections excerpts.

•

Public dialogue to aid the
development of the CRMP

Leads /
personnel

Session 2: 3D aspects of marine planning / screening of ‘Clyde Reflections’

•

13:50
(25mins)

values and connections to the marine environment; mapping of uses and activities;
assessing the value and importance of identified uses and activities; reviewing and
prioritising issues from the Clyde assessment [10 mins].
1.3: Facilitated discussion in plenary to reflect on / review Round 1 results on the
basis of homework tasks undertaken. To cover 3 main questions. Main discussion
points recorded on flips [15 mins].
o Did you identify any additional places or activities of importance in the
CRMP area? Why are they important?
o Did your priority issues from the Clyde Assessment change [yes / no
answer]? If yes, what was the change and what made you change your
mind?
o Thinking of the values we identified as important, how do they relate to
the important issues we identified and how we might address them?
Recording notes: recording template + flips (under pre-written homework questions)
+ audio for back-up.

Materials

In plenary.
2.1: Show 12m version of Clyde Reflections – OR show x2 short excerpts from the
Clyde Reflections film: (a) 5.30mins to 7:45mins; and (b) 22:30mins to 24:30mins.
Note: these excerpts include some voice over text but this is non-contentious:
excerpt (a) is about the dynamic nature of marine ecosystems; and excerpt (b) is
about human impact on marine ecosystems from plastics [10 mins].
2.2: Facilitated discussion around x1 key question on each excerpt: (a) how does
nature and wildlife in the marine environment differ to that on land? How does that
affect how we feel about it? How does it affect the way we relate to it? (b) what
problems do you know of that humans create in the marine environment? Do
humans have a responsibility towards the marine environment? [10 mins].
Recording notes: recording template + audio for back-up.

Session 3: Presentation - marine planning approaches
•
•

In plenary.
3.1: Presentation (LG) setting out the main categories of approaches and options and
some key example options (i.e. key measures / policies) that have been used in
marine planning, identified from policy / guidance, good-practice, research etc.

Slides with questions for
facilitated discussion.

JA to record
plenary
discussion.
JK to facilitate
discussion at step
2.2.
JA to record
plenary
discussion.

Recording template.

Marine planning
approaches and options
presentation.

LG to deliver
presentation and
clarify issues.
JA to record

Collingwood Environmental Planning
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Activity

•
•
14:15
(15mins)
14:30
(25mins)

Presentation links policies and measures to the x9 priority issues from the Clyde
Assessment – particularly issues identified by round 1 as most important. Focus in on
3 ‘approaches’ which consist of a small number of ‘priority objectives’, linked to the
National Marine Plan, and a bullet point list of management options / policy
measures. Approaches will be focused on (1) economic development; (2)
environmental protection; and (3) community empowerment. Refer to them by
their numbers (1-3). [15 mins].
3.2: Facilitated Q&A with SAMS and CMPP marine planning experts to clarify issues in
the presentation [10 mins].
Recording notes: recording template + audio for back-up.

Session 4: Understanding potential marine planning approaches for the CRMP
area

•
•

•

In x2 predetermined small groups as per Round-1 (7-8 participants per group).
4.1: Discussion on the presented approaches [20 mins]. Prompts:
o How do these approaches differ?
o How do they intend to address the different issues?
o How do they target and affect different stakeholders / sectors?
▪ Fisheries (trawling, creeling, angling), aquaculture, tourism,
recreation, local communities, other
o Are there any approaches or options missing – do you have any further
ideas for options not previously considered?
4.2: Feedback to plenary by note-keepers [5 mins].
Ensure that participants have a good grasp of the approaches / options and the
purpose of this session. Experts (CMPP) will be on-hand to answer queries / clarify
points on the solutions.
Recording notes: recording template + audio for back-up.

Session 5: Evaluating alternatives
•
•

Public dialogue to aid the
development of the CRMP

Leads /
personnel
plenary
discussion.
CMPP members
available to
clarify issues.

Coffee

•
•

14:55
(80mins)

Materials

In plenary and x2 predetermined small groups as per Round-1 (7-8 participants per
group).
6.1: In plenary, introduce criteria which are based on issues and round 1 values [5
mins]. Alternatives should be:

Overview comparison sheet
with 3 potential
approaches with a set of
options included in them
for consideration – either
A2 one per table, or one A4
per person.
Overview sheet of issues
(idem).

Carousel stations: double
flipchart with row for each
of the alternatives and one
row for the votes (i.e. two
rows per sheet).

PP and JK to
facilitate group
sessions.
JA and LG to
record.
CMPP members
floating /
available to
answer
participant
queries.

JK to facilitate
discussions in
plenary.
PP to record key
points from
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Activity
o
o
o
o
o

•

•
•

•
16:15
(15mins)

Public dialogue to aid the
development of the CRMP

Effective in addressing the key issues
Adaptive to change
Effective in protecting important places identified in Round 1.
Accounts for stakeholders’ concerns and needs
Economic sustainability (incl. providing economic opportunities and
cost-effectiveness)
o In line with our most important overarching values (mention top 5 –
Tarbert: Peace / free of conflict, family security, health, protecting
environment, enjoying life)
6.2 Multi-criteria carousel: in groups. 6 stations for each of the criteria above. Group
1 starts at station 1, group 2 at station 4 (giving some flexibility to discuss some
stations slightly longer and others slightly shorter). For each station, participants
deliberate and then vote which alternative best satisfies the criterion. Post it notes
to be written with motivations and added to posters. First station 10mins, then
5mins per station thereafter [35mins].
6.4 Choosing an alternative: vote overall on which approach is preferred (with
audience participation system if possible) [5 mins].
6.5 Spatial implications and revising the chosen alternative. Ask sub-groups to think
of the spatial implications of the chosen alternative. Prompts: what would be the
implications for different places? Where would there be the greatest impacts
(positive and negative)? Where in the area are the conflicts likely to occur? Spatial
issues could be set out on the maps from Round 1 session 3 allowing the groups to
look back at the uses / activities / places identified and the potential for spatially
specific conflicts or synergies. What are the overall draw backs of the chosen
alternative? How could it be modified with aspects of the other alternatives, or any
other modifications, to limit some of the negative effects? Should there be spatial
differences in how it is implemented? Explain that this is not about diluting the choice
to make everyone happy, but about looking how it can be modified to still achieve its
priority objective with less negative side-effects, and with some of the strengths of
the other alternatives [30 mins].
6.6: Feedback to plenary [5 mins].

Close and next steps
•

Ask participants to complete the “after” question(s) [5 mins]

Materials

Leads /
personnel

Flipchart list of criteria
developed from Round 1
sessions 4 & 5.

plenary
discussion on
flips.

Post it notes

PP and JK to
facilitate group
sessions.

Audience participation
system on laptop and handheld voting instruments.

JA and LG to
record.

Sticker or icon to identify
on map where conflicts
might occur.
Flipchart sheet to note
annotations / modifications
to final alternative.

After posters / questions
and black sticky dots (x4

PP to deliver
presentation and
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Activity

Materials

Leads /
personnel

•
•

per participant).

facilitate Q&A in
plenary.

•
•
16:30

Public dialogue to aid the
development of the CRMP

In plenary.
Invite participants to comment on their experience of the two dialogue events [10
mins]. Focus particularly on:
o What were the most important things discussed that they would like CMPP to
take from the sessions?
o What was missing from the discussions that they would have liked to be able
to talk about?
Next steps / follow-on (e.g. email sign-up for summary report) [5 mins].
Evaluation / feedback forms.

Flipchart paper and pens to
record key points under
questions.

JK to record key
points on flips.
LG to record.

Finish
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Annex 3: Maps produced in the dialogue project
Maps produced with data from both dialogue locations

Figure A3-1: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at both locations

Public dialogue to aid the
development of the CRMP
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Figure A3-2: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at both locations with
the place-theme “attraction or city”

Figure A3-3: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at both locations with
the place-theme “beach / harbourside / coastline”
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Figure A3-4: Location of “important places mapped by dialogue participants at both locations with
the place-theme “island”

Figure A3-5: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at both locations with
the place-theme specific towns and parks”
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Figure A3-6: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at both locations with
the place-theme “open sea”

Figure A3-7: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at both locations with
the use-theme “recreation”
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Figure A3-8: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at both locations with
the use-theme “economic development / local revenue”

Figure A3-9: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at both locations with
the use-theme “emotional / family connection”
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Figure A3-10: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at both locations with
the use-theme “employment and industry”

Figure A3-11: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at both locations with
the use-theme “local perspective of surroundings”
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Figure A3-12: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at both locations with
the use-theme “transport”
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Maps produced with data from the Tarbert dialogue only

Figure A3-13: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants in Tarbert only
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Figure A3-14: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Tarbert only with
the place-theme “attraction or city”

Figure A3-15: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Tarbert only with
the place-theme “beach / harbourside / coastline”
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Figure A3-16: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Tarbert only with
the place-theme “island”

Figure A3-17: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Tarbert only with
the place-theme “specific towns and parks”
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Figure A3-18: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Tarbert only with
the place-theme “open sea”

Figure A3-19: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Tarbert only with
the use-theme “recreation”
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Figure A3-20: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Tarbert only with
the use-theme “economic development / local revenue”

Figure A3-21: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Tarbert only with
the use-theme “emotional / family connection”
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Figure A3-22: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Tarbert only with
the use-theme “employment and industry”

Figure A3-23: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Tarbert only with
the use-theme “local perspective of surroundings”
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Figure A3-24: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Tarbert only with
the use-theme “transport”
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Maps produced with data from the Greenock dialogue only

Figure A3-25: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants in Greenock only
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Figure A3-26: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Greenock only with
the place-theme “attractions or city”

Figure A3-27: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Greenock only with
the place-theme “beach / harbourside / coastline”
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Figure A3-28: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Greenock only with
the place-theme “island”

Figure A3-29: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Greenock only with
the place-theme “specific towns and parks”
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Figure A3-30: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Greenock only with
the place-theme “open sea”

Figure A3-31: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Greenock only with
the use-theme “recreation”
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Figure A3-32: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Greenock only with
the use-theme “economic development / local revenue”

Figure A3-33: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Greenock only with
the use-theme “emotional / family connection”
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Figure A3-34: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Greenock only with
the use-theme “employment and industry”

Figure A3-34: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Greenock only with
the use-theme “local perspective of surroundings”
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Figure A3-35: Location of important places mapped by dialogue participants at Greenock only with
the use-theme “transport”
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Annex 4: Dialogue participant profiles
Participant profiles at the Tarbert dialogue
Participant

Gender

Age-group

Employment
status

Occupation

Highest
qualification

T-1

Female

16-24

Student

N/A

Nationals

T-2

Male

16-24

Student

N/A

Nationals

T-3

Female

16-24

Student

N/A

Nationals

T-4

Male

16-24

Employed

Kitchen porter

Nationals

T-5

Male

16-24

Student

N/A

Highers

T-6

Male

16-24

Student

N/A

Standard
grades

T-7*

Male

35-44

Employed

Fisherman

None

T-8

Female

?

?

?

?

T-9

Female

?

?

?

?

T-10

Female

55-64

Retired

Retired midwife

RGN Plus

T-11

Male

75+

Employed

Store owner

None

45-54

Employed

Teacher

Degree

T-12
Male
* Did not attend Round 2.

Participant profiles at the Greenock dialogue
Participant

Gender

Age-group

Employment
status

Occupation

Highest
qualification

G-1

Female

35-44

Employed

NHS staff team
leader

?

G-2*

Male

16-24

Student

N/A

?

G-3

Male

65-74

Retired

Retired
policeman

Standard grades

G-4

Male

35-44

Employed

CCTV operator

O levels

G-5

Male

16-24

Employed

Driver

Standard grade

G-6

Female

25-34

Employed

Area manager

Standard grades

G-7

Female

45-54

Employed

Clerk of court

O levels

G-8

Male

45-54

Employed

Car park
monitor

O levels

G-9

Female

65-74

Employed

Administrator

O levels

G-10

Male

35-44

Employed

IT analyst

Degree

G-11

Male

45-54

Employed

Policeman

?

G-12

Female

45-54

Unemployed

N/A

HNC

G-13

Male

45-54

Employed

Civil servant

HND

G-14

Female

25-34

Employed

Nurse

HND

G-15

Female

35-44

Employed

Hairdresser

?

G-16

Female

65-74

Retired

Retired party
planner

HNC

G-17

Female

75+

Retired

Retired catering
manager

None

* Did not attend Round 2.
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Annex 5: Selection of photos from the dialogue
sessions
Selection of photos from the Tarbert dialogue

Figure A5-1: Tarbert participants during one of the plenary sessions

Figure A5-2: Tarbert participants during the participatory mapping session
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Figure A5-3: Participatory mapping output produced by one of the groups in Tarbert

Figure A5-4: Close-up of participatory mapping output produced by one of the groups in Tarbert
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Selection of photos from the Greenock dialogue

Figure A5-5: Greenock participants during the participatory mapping session

Figure A5-6: Greenock participants during the values voting session
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Figure A5-7: Participatory mapping output produced by one of the groups in Greenock

Figure A5-8: Extract of an output from the multi-criteria carousel evaluation of marine planning
alternatives at the Greenock dialogue
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Annex 6: Example stories told by participants
Table A6-1: Example stories told by participants in relation to-pre-defined and emergent themes
Note: The themes in the Table below are presented in the order of the themes that were most related to in the conversations (see Figure 3.3 in the main Dialogue Report).

Theme

Example stories told in Tarbert

Example stories told in Greenock

Emergent theme:
Change in the
Clyde

“I’ve seen a lot of changes, what with the forestry and fish farming and all
that in the Clyde…seen a lot of changes in the way the marine industry is
being treated – chemicals and the like coming off the hills and putting into
the sea. Also, fish farms treating the fish, seen major changes in shellfish
– queen scallop used to be big industry here, but forestry and chemicals
running off the hills has put stop to that – major change in the Clyde that
people don’t talk about” (Tarbert Participant). Response from another
participant: “There used to be a lot of factories processing those scallops
but now they’re all lost” (Tarbert Participant).

“Remember being a teenager and biking and going to Rothesay on
holidays with folk. Can remember being on ferry from Wemyss Bay and
had to wait ten minutes to get into the pier because there were so many
boats…quite sad you don’t see that any more […]” (Greenock Participant).

“One of my earliest memories is 1968, when I was 8, going to visit my Dad
in the Merchant Navy in Greenock or Scotstoun and I was very impressed
by all these big ships and all this trade going on and another experience
when I stayed in Cains and all these photographs of when royalty used to
come on the big yachts and that’s a kind of sadness to me that the Clyde
doesn’t have that trade and commerce any more. The only ships we build
are for war” (Tarbert Participant).

“I think the Clyde is redundant, with the shipbuilding, they are making the
walkways- but you don’t see the boats anymore” (Greenock Participant).
“I think there is more wildlife coming back to the Clyde, 20 years ago you
wouldn’t have seen a seal. You wouldn’t see them on the Clyde. I haven’t
seen a seal, but plenty of herons, and a basking shark – they aren’t
threatening, I have seen them on the Waverly” (Greenock Participant).

“Over the years the amount of carrier bags started to decrease, because
you weren’t just throwing it overboard, you were taking it back to land,
fisherman do do their part to tidy up the Clyde and look after the
environment, and it’s been quite interesting to see the dramatic drop in
litter we’ve seen over the years” (Tarbert Participant).
“My memory is a wee bit longer than most, when I was younger there
used to be a boat hiring firm and during the Summer most of them would
be out the whole day…there were no pontoons at that time and unless
someone had their own punt they would be looking for someone to row
them ashore, you would get 6 pence for rowing folk a shore and at that
age it was great, I’m not aware of any hires in that area any more, it’s
totally different from what it was at that time” (Tarbert Participant).
The Clyde as a

“I would be a totally different person in Glasgow, it makes you more open

Public dialogue to aid the
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Theme

Example stories told in Tarbert

Example stories told in Greenock

part of you

minded being out here” (Tarbert Participant).

Participant).

“I only realised how important the Clyde was, I have done lots of things,
kayaking, paddle boarding, I have also worked with the Glasgow Vikings.
Like rowing the Viking ship. My dad works for Calmac. The Clyde is just a
big part of my life…ferries are the biggest part, my grandfather worked for
western ferries, but when he died of cancer, they contacted my mum and
asked if she wanted to work there and she said yes” (Tarbert Participant).

“My grandpa used to work in Govan ship yards for 20 years…just what
everyone else said…I like walking…I always lived here so used to it… bit of
a home bird, got a dog and go walking here” (Greenock Participant).

“The Clyde is a part of me, I’ve been on it and harvesting on it for a lot of
years now” (Tarbert Participant).
“I feel emotional connection more than anything else. I’m interested in
how it affects all of our lives, I don’t make a profit off it but I use seaweed
in my garden so even someone like me who may think I don’t profit off it,
I do benefit…and of course the sunsets are lovely” (Tarbert Participant).
The beauty of
nature, caring
for nature,
getting to know
nature

“I think about the nature side more and more as I get older, my partner is
an old traveller, and he points out as we go around good sites to be”
(Tarbert Participant).
“I used to row out to the white shore and you used to have be very
careful you didn’t get caught up with the basking sharks…they used to
follow the boat right into the harbour. In 1980 we were out in the boat
and you would be dodging sharks, you would pass eight or ten in a short
distance. I’m going to try and find a report of St Columba which did the
Gourock run, it came into Tarbert with a basking shark impaled on her
bow…I’ve got a mental picture of it and I’ve not seen a photo of it, don’t
know if the newspaper does. The story at the time was that the St
Columba rammed the basking shark like how it rammed a submarine”
(Tarbert Participant).

“My granny stayed in the Govan area, and that is where the helicopter
was based. And every morning I had to cross a busy duel carriage way.
There was an old wooden jetty, and there was a wee small boat, and you
used to jump on it as it came past. You would whistle or wave, and they
would come and get you. I think it was on a rope…I went down years
later – the smell is still there, the feeling is still there, and to think that as
a young child I would run down there with no inhibitions” (Greenock
Participant).
“My kid does projects on Erskine bridge, and they sing the Song of the
Clyde” (Greenock Participant).
“Used to stay in Erskine and Scotstoun – knew the Clyde…on Hogmanay
used to hear the boats going up the Clyde…still go on walks up the Clyde
with dogs, walk here and where I used to stay go for walks as its lovely”
(Greenock Participant).
“The wee beauty spots where you see the Clyde every day you don’t think
of it” (Greenock Participant).
“When you’re driving and start to see the Clyde it’s beautiful but when
you live there and look out the window you don’t think it’s beautiful I just
think it’s dirty, whereas when I go to Luss and its clear waters I appreciate
the beauty” (Greenock Participant).
“I go over the bridge to Dumbarton and the view is beautiful” (Greenock
Participant).

“When we moved here it was lovely to be here, great memory of [my
daughter] swimming with baby seals” (Tarbert Participant).
“Been a fisherman in Tarbert all my life since I came here as a very young
boy and we’re here to talk about what we can do to look after the Clyde
and I’ve taken part in the keep the sea bed clean scheme. We would
always take rubbish and put it into skip and a couple years ago we would
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be seen catching a lot of plastic bags – being pulled up the whole way up
the Irish sea and a bottleneck of the Clyde, for years and years every
Winter, every carrier bag and every piece of plastic we would take it
ashore at night. Over the years the amount of carrier bags started to
decrease, because you weren’t just throwing it overboard, you were
taking it back to land, fisherman do do their part to tidy up the Clyde and
look after the environment, and it’s been quite interesting to see the
dramatic drop in litter we’ve seen over the years” (Tarbert Participant).
Being
challenged, using
or developing
your skills

“When I grew up we used to swim in the harbour and make rafts. That
was our playground…” (Tarbert Participant).
“My uncle worked in fishing boats and one day one of his crewmembers
got taken under and he was under water for a long time but he survived.
And then he went to London to tell people about it and [they] think that’s
amazing” (Tarbert Participant).
“Working on a lifeboat crew in Arran in January, one of the rough nights I
was new to the crew and was doing the training when we had to put two
of the crew onto a yacht but when we came alongside the yacht we were
rolling and pitching and going through your head what’s going on but
using your skills to board the boat, using all your ropes – that’s one
experience I have on being challenged on the Clyde…my uncle died in
similar situation and my dad got called out and had to give his brother
CPR but wasn’t able to bring his brother back to life (Tarbert Participant).

Earning a living

“Most jobs in Tarbert come from the Clyde and fishing” (Tarbert
Participant).
“You can earn a living, but only for 6-7 months, it depends on the
weather, if you get a right cold snap in Winter you can’t get out to make
money, or if storm after storm rolling in…Clyde only 5 days to make your
money, with the price of fuel and running a boat – if you miss one or two
of these days, it totally affects how much you make, lots of
unpredictability” (Tarbert Participant).

“You want to be near the commercial part…Luss is something different.
We want to be showing the finest bits to the cruise ships. Here it looks
dirty, but it’s been an industrial city, all the buildings showing wear and
tear of industrial legacy in this section and don’t see as much beauty as
other areas where they have more greenery and clean waters, here is a
living place next to water but it’s not a sit down and look out at the water
kind of place” (Greenock Participant).
“My pal works for BA systems as a plater and he builds part of the ships
up in Govan…like the money is good but there’s a lot of fires” (Greenock
Participant).
“I don’t think people are earning a living from the Clyde in the way they
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used to. There are just pockets [of work], nothing like 30,40 years ago,
you wouldn’t be on the street as a child, there were just hundreds and
hundreds of overalls” (Greenock Participant).

Connecting to
others

“I work with people with dementia, and there was a woman from London
who knew the Clyde. And I had pictures of Arrochar from 1910-1930 and
to her mind, she was back there, and I hadn’t been able to get any kind of
conversation going before, but I showed her these pictures and she
started to point and said ‘Arrochar, Arrochar’ and I said, ‘that’s right, it is’,
and there was a great relaxation that she had found something she
understood” (Tarbert Participant).

“I’ve stayed in Scotstoun and stayed in Erskine and used to take ferry
from Renfrew and Yoker – more connections on the Clyde would be
good” (Greenock Participant).
“It’s a friendly place, you automatically smile, you automatically say hello
to people. When you are in that kind of environment, people change, you
just do” (Greenock Participant).

“It’s team-working [in the lifeboat crews], once you go out on a boat with
a bunch of boys, you come back as brothers, and you look at them like
family when you come back” (Tarbert Participant).
Clearing your
head, feeling
healthy

“I live on the Clyde, when you come home from school, which can be
stressful, but coming home and seeing the sunset and the sea it’s nice”
(Tarbert Participant).

“You just need to be beside the water – don’t you feel like that – love
walking near Greenock into Gourock along the esplanade” (Greenock
Participant).
“When you take kids there [Arran] it’s like different place, when you get
off the ferry the weight of the world slips off your shoulders” (Greenock
Participant).
“Walking and sitting by the Clyde clears your head and it’s good for you”
(Greenock Participant).
I take my kids to Erskine beach, don’t go swimming any more – it is a bit
frothy, I don’t know what the froth is” (Greenock Participant).

Emergent theme:
Policy and
planning

“I would like to see a more vibrant Clyde. I want waterways to be used to
link places much more. I was once on a walk at Clackham looking across
and what springs to mind was in past how people used waterways and it
changed relationships because neighbours were across the water, but
now neighbours are 30 miles roundtrip and they don’t think about people
getting into a boat” (Tarbert Participant).
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“Need to make more use of the Clyde, I was in Germany and the Rhine
has got boats going up and down and all the time but here just the
Waverley and all that and could be using it more” (Greenock Participant).
“I do water sports. Due to environmental issues, rules of water sports
have been changed, for instance Loch Lomond – I used to take Tuesdays
off for water sports and it got restricted. There is a fine line between
protection and enjoyment of a place, and they killed the enjoyment of it.
We weren’t destroying it. If in a national park you can’t go over 5 mph on
a jet ski, which is virtually impossible, where is the line? Two stroke
engine puts oil in the water…environmental side and use of it can clash
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and the use affects the environment which influences the use” (Greenock
Participant).
“It is no longer a place for workers, the people who built the Clyde. It is
now just for people who have money, developers, who build houses.
There is no room for the people anymore” (Greenock Participant).

Connecting to
something
greater than
yourself

“It’s the weather you get, I stay at the head of Campbeltown and when
it’s stormy it’s stormy, the only way to put it” (Tarbert Participant).

Memorable
experiences that
have had a
lasting impact on
your life

“A couple of years ago we had a mink whale pulled into a fishing
boat…the state of the thing, man, was awful, something I always
remember…it’s quite amazing to see a whale quite up close, they’re
amazing to see when you’re out in the boat in their natural environment
but for them to be killed by a man-made environment it’s not so nice”
(Tarbert Participant).

“I think the history of the Clyde, it is trying to build on that pride of the
Clyde. It is such a historic river, it is an amazing place when you think
about it. But the old industries are gone…”. (Greenock Participant).
“The wildlife as well, the seals popping their heads up out of the Clyde. I
walk a lot, so herons, and seals, and seagulls – stealing your chips”
(Greenock Participant).
“As a child my parents took me to Millport, so the experience of queuing
at Largs, it would always be longer if you had the car. Being on the ferry,
the top deck…as a child I used to like getting the bus, fish and chips for
dinner, crocodile rock, going to Mapes the toy shop. As I grew up, I used
to enjoy going up to the putting green. Crocodile rock is a rock down the
beach front, that looks like a crocodile. Someone anonymously paints it
every year” (Greenock Participant) [various other participants respond
with recognition and affection in relation to crocodile rock].
“My lasting memory is when I moved to Scotland 20 years ago from
Germany, and when I first drove over the Erskine bridge, and looking up
to Argyll – it is something that will always be with me. Taking the kids up
the coast, lots of memories there. It is the freedom of the coast. It is now
being able to take my own children, and they can form their own
memories” (Greenock Participant).
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Annex 7: Detailed evaluation of dialogue process
Aim of the evaluation
The aim of a well-designed public dialogue is to ‘induce reflection upon preferences in a noncoercive fashion’, whilst also instilling faith in the difference that people can make (Bull et al., 2008).
In our auto-evaluation we broke this conception of an ideal processes into several constituent parts
and assessed:
1. Whether participants were provided with sufficient information to develop informed
preferences on policy options (social learning);
2. If there was sufficient space for these preferences to be expressed in a non-coercive setting
(both in terms of time allowed and effective facilitation of each session); and
3. Whether participants were assured that the results would have a material impact on the
marine planning process (confidence in process).

Evaluation methods used
“Before and after” posters
A series of four questions were presented on posters at the beginning of Round 1 of the dialogue.
Participants were asked to indicate their response to each question on a scale between ‘not at all’
and ‘totally’ agree using a coloured sticky dot. These questions were asked again at the end of the
final workshop to identify any changes that had taken place as a result of engaging with the dialogue
process. Individual dots could not be attributed to particular participants (i.e. the posters were
anonymous), however, this method captures general changes that took place within the group.
These posters primarily addressed social learning through the questions / statements:
•

I understand the range of benefits provided by the marine environment;

•

I understand why the government is implementing regional marine planning in Scotland; and

•

Marine planning is something that affects me personally.

Whilst the latter question is not meant to imply that every individual will necessarily be personally
affected by marine planning; any movement towards the affirmative would indicate individuals have
been alerted to connections between themselves and the marine environment of which they were
not previously aware.
A final question / statement asked participants how positive they felt about the future of the Clyde
marine environment. Changes in outlook regarding the future of the marine environment in the
CMR were taken to be a reflection of individuals’ trust in the marine planning process.

Participant evaluation survey
Each participant was also asked to complete an evaluation survey at the end of the second
workshop. This survey included Likert type questions addressing all three aspects of a successful
public participant outlined above. The survey also included a section to express any other
comments of views.

Results
Evaluation results from the Tarbert dialogue
Number of participants at the Tarbert dialogue = 12; and number of respondents = 8.
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Table A7-1: Response to the four “before and after” poster questions at Tarbert
I have a good understanding of the range of benefits that people gain from the marine environment
Before

After

I understand why the Government is implementing regional marine planning in Scotland
Before

After

Marine Planning is something that affects me personally
Before

After

I feel positive about the future of the Clyde marine environment
Before

After

Figure A7-1: Response to Likert questions in the evaluation survey at Tarbert
Note: The top cluster shows questions relating to social learning, the middle cluster to having adequate space
to provide input and the final cluster to confidence in the process.
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Evaluation results from the Greenock dialogue
Number of participants at the Tarbert dialogue = 17; and number of respondents = 16.
Table A7-2: Response to the four “before and after” poster questions at Greenock
I have a good understanding of the range of benefits that people gain from the marine environment
Before

After

I understand why the Government is implementing regional marine planning in Scotland
Before

After

Marine Planning is something that affects me personally
Before

After

I feel positive about the future of the Clyde marine environment
Before

After

Figure A7-2: Response to Likert questions in the evaluation survey at Greenock
Note: The top cluster shows questions relating to social learning, the middle cluster to having adequate space
to provide input and the final cluster to confidence in the process.
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Discussion and conclusions
Tarbert
Social learning
The majority of people in Tarbert felt that the information provided was fair and balanced and
allowed them to contribute to discussions. Seven of the eight respondents also either agreed or
strongly agreed with the statement I have learned from other participants. Although one
participant did express concern with the information given, this view was not held by the rest of the
group. The responses to the poster questions showed a mixed picture, with a spread of responses
being seen both before and after the two rounds of dialogue. These results are difficult to interpret
however, as only two thirds of the respondents who answered the ‘before’ posters were present to
provide an answer at the end of the final workshop.
Space to express views
Every respondent either agreed or strongly agreed with the three statements regarding the space
provided to express their views. There were no concerns with the time allowed for each task or the
way in which tasks were facilitated.
Confidence in processes
Questions regarding the wider planning process provided a less clear picture. Whilst most
respondents (seven out of eight) understood the purpose of the dialogue sessions themselves, only
five out of eight felt that they had contributed to the planning process, or that the events would
make a difference to the CRMP. Whilst there was no information on why these views existed, they
were fed back to the CMPP prior to the Greenock workshops, to ensure that the relationship
between the dialogue and the wider planning process was made more explicit in Greenock.
Regardless of these views from three participants, the poster questions revealed that the
participants were still positive about the future of the marine environment in the Clyde.
Conclusion
Overall, the survey responses in Tarbert suggest a high level of satisfaction with the process. All of
the ‘disagree’, or ‘strongly disagree’ responses were attributed to just one individual participant who
was clearly dissatisfied with the process, but this view was not widespread. The one area of
potential concern, regarding the impact of the workshops on the development of the CRMP, was
highlighted to the CMPP and was not raised in the later workshops in Greenock (perhaps due to
minor modifications made to the dialogue process and materials as a result). The poster questions
showed no clear trends, primarily due to the drop off in numbers between the beginning of Round 1
and the end of the Round 2. Comments left on the survey reinforce the conclusion that overall
satisfaction with the workshops was high:
“Was interesting hearing about the potential Clyde marine plan and was good to be able to
give my opinion on this and hope they go well!” (Tarbert Participant)
“This process has been very useful in informing me of issues involved in environmental
protection and the marine planning processes” (Tarbert Participant)

Greenock
Social learning
In Greenock, the survey responses indicated that nearly all participants were satisfied with the level
of information received and felt they were adequately informed to participate in discussions. This
was further reflected in the poster responses, which were more definitive that in Tarbert as all but
one participant responded at the beginning and end of the two rounds of dialogue. All participants
started with a low understanding of the benefits of the marine environment and the purpose of
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marine planning, and ended the workshops with a much greater understanding of both. Most
participants also came to see marine planning as something that affects them personally.
Space to express views
All participants either agreed or strongly agreed with all statements regarding the space provided to
express their views, the majority strongly agreeing.
Confidence in processes
The survey responses indicate that all participants had a good understanding of the purpose of the
dialogue, and that the majority had confidence that these sessions, and their views, would impact on
the development of the CRMP. Although some respondents were neutral about the impact that the
workshops would have, there were none that disagreed with these statements, as was the case in
Tarbert. Regarding outlooks on the future of the marine environment, there was no significant
change in how respondents answered this poster question.
Conclusion
In total, the survey and poster questions in Greenock demonstrate the process was effectively
designed and run to allow participants to learn from the delivery team and from each other. There
were high levels of satisfaction among participants that they had been able to express their views,
and that they had been able to meaningfully contribute to the development of the CRMP. The
positive response to the workshops was also reflected in comments left on the survey:
“It was something I was unaware of to an extent, my knowledge is better and I feel that
individual change can make a difference” (Greenock Participant)
“I really enjoyed this event it has given me knowledge that I can discuss with friends and
family to make them more aware of issues with Clyde development and marine planning”
(Greenock Participant)
Although some people did voice concerns over the level of detail in which issues were covered:
“Very intensive. Some of the sections were hard to evaluate. Possibly too much content”
(Greenock Participant)
“Felt a bit out of my depth in some questions, however things explained in a way to help me
make decisions and voice my opinions” (Greenock Participant)
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